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Dear Student,

An important part of the mission of Rackham Graduate School is to improve the quality of the graduate student experience at the University of Michigan and beyond. Faculty mentors play a crucial role in the success of graduate students; at Rackham, we frequently hear this message from students. While styles of advising and mentoring vary across disciplines and by personal inclination, the fundamentals of successful faculty-graduate student relationships apply throughout graduate education. Our goal in creating this guide is to provide a resource for students who seek to improve the quality of their relationships with faculty.

Students and their mentors share responsibility for ensuring productive and rewarding mentoring relationships. Both parties have a role to play in the success of mentoring. This handbook is devoted to the role of graduate students, though we also produce a companion volume for faculty.

The recommendations in this guide draw on research, surveys, successful practices based in experience, and conversations with students and faculty. In the following pages, we’ve included suggestions for further reading, campus resources, and examples of practices that others have found useful for cultivating a positive mentee-mentor relationship.

I appreciate your interest in this guide and your commitment to your graduate education, and I wish you every success in your work here at Rackham and beyond.

Sincerely,

Mike Solomon
Dean of the Rackham Graduate School
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs
Acknowledgements

The Rackham Graduate School’s mentoring guide for students, *How to Get the Mentoring You Want: A Guide for Students at a Diverse University*, has proven to be a popular item for almost two decades; it has been requested, adopted, and adapted by graduate students, faculty, and staff around the country. Improving the quality of mentoring available to our students, as well as providing resources for both students and faculty, remains a top priority for Rackham.

Cartoonist Jorge Cham very generously allowed us to include strips from his series, *Piled Higher and Deeper*, which provides a delightful perspective on life in academia. We thank him for the permission to use his work, and for all he has done to lift the spirits of graduate students. Rebecca Aanerud, Associate Dean at the University of Washington Graduate School, has kindly provided permission to use two worksheets included in their mentoring guide for students.
Chapter 1: What Is Mentoring and Why Is It Important?

As an undergraduate student your goal was to obtain knowledge, while in graduate school you have the additional goal of contributing to a field of knowledge. Graduate school is the professional training venue where you learn the skills you need to be successful in your chosen discipline. In order to do that, you must gain a nuanced understanding of the norms and expectations in your discipline. How can you get that?

While you will be working with a number of professors, and with one who is designated as your advisor, the mentor has the most vital role in preparing you for your future career. A faculty or research advisor is assigned by the department or program to provide advice about what courses to take, map out objectives and requirements, and generally assist with your academic plans. Although there is a close connection between mentors and advisors, those roles are not synonymous. Consider this multi-faceted definition of mentors as people who:

- take an interest in developing another person’s career and well-being;
- have an interpersonal as well as a professional relationship with those whom they mentor;
- advance the person’s academic and professional goals in directions most desired by the individual;
- tailor mentoring styles and content to the individual, including adjustments due to differences in culture, ethnicity, gender, and so on.

Do not be discouraged at the thought of finding all of this in one person. Rather than trying to identify someone who can give you everything, seek out various faculty who can provide you with at least a few of these components. As we will explain later, it is actually to your benefit to have multiple mentors.

Mentoring is important to you as a graduate student not only because of the knowledge and skills that are shared, but also because of the many other aspects of professional socialization and personal support that are needed to facilitate success in graduate school and beyond. Mentoring benefits you because:

- It supports your advancement in research activity, conference presentations, publication, pedagogical skill, and grant-writing.
- You are less likely to feel ambushed by potential bumps in the road, having been alerted to them, and provided resources for dealing with stressful or difficult periods in your graduate career.
• The experiences and networks of professional contacts your mentors help you to accrue may improve your prospects of securing professional placement.

• The knowledge that someone is committed to your progress, someone who can give you solid advice and be your advocate, can help to lower stress and build confidence.

• Constructive interaction with a mentor and participation in collective activities they arrange promote your engagement in the field.

As you read through this guide, bear in mind that each department and degree program has its own culture, requirements for a degree, career trajectories, and even terminology for mentorship. Because of the wide variability that exists, you will find that specific items we discuss may or may not pertain to your particular situation. For instance, in some programs students choose an advisor when they decide to come to U-M; in others they are assigned an advisor for their first year; while in still others it is possible that graduate students can progress through much of their graduate career without making formal links with faculty members.

What you need to remember is the fundamental importance of mentoring in your graduate experience. The professional socialization acquired through the mentoring relationship is essential to your success, as is the personal support and guidance that can come through mentoring.
Chapter 2: How to Find a Mentor

At a large research university like ours, you need to understand that it is your responsibility to seek out and engage the attention of faculty members. It is unrealistic to expect that a professor will come along, recognize that you would benefit from a mentor, and generously provide that interpersonal as well as professional relationship.

Academic advising for graduate students is provided a number of ways during the course of the degree program; the particular format depends upon the program. Academic advising concerns program requirements, obligations, milestones, deadlines, and so on. Typical venues are at orientation shortly after arrival, in subsequent periodic cohort orientations, and in annual meetings with the Grad Chair. Often students are assigned a faculty member with common research interests. Sometimes this advisor may also become a mentor. Remember, the hallmark of a mentor is an advisor who is committed and engaged with your success.

Many graduate students feel hesitant about initiating contact with a faculty member. Especially in the early stages of graduate school, students often need guidance on how to choose faculty with whom to study; so much more with those who may be possible mentors.

Start the selection process by undertaking a critical self-appraisal. You must understand what you personally need to thrive as a graduate student before you can recognize who might meet those needs. Ask yourself, and discuss with people who know you well, such questions as:

- What are my objectives in entering graduate school?
- What type of training do I desire?
- What are my strengths?
- What skills do I need to develop?
- What kinds of research or creative projects will engage me?
- How much independent versus team work do I want to do?
- What type of career do I want to pursue?

You can identify potential faculty mentors within or outside your department by using a variety of formal and informal means. For example, familiarize yourself with professors’ work to gain a sense of their past and current interests and methodologies. Immerse yourself in departmental academic and social activities in order to see how faculty interact with colleagues and graduate students. Enroll in classes taught by faculty who most interest you; also be sure to attend their public presentations. Finally, ask advanced graduate students about their advisors and mentors. Share your interests and ask them for suggestions about whom you should meet.
Avoid limiting your options. Although such characteristics as race, gender, nationality, and sexual orientation are significant aspects of your identity, they constitute only some of the qualities you should consider when selecting a mentor. Faculty members who are different from you can contribute valuable insights to you and your work for that very reason. **Good mentoring relies not only on shared identity, but also on mutual interests and clear communication.**

Think of your task as building a mentoring team rather than finding only one mentor. While members of your team probably will not see themselves as operating as part of a mentoring group, that does not matter. You are the one who needs to plan for professional relationships that will promote your success. Carefully selecting a team of mentors appropriate to your needs increases the likelihood that you will find the experiences and support you desire.

You will benefit from having at least three or four faculty members who are knowledgeable about your work and can speak to its quality. A team can also serve as your safety net in case any one of the professors you work with leaves the university, or if irreconcilable issues later develop between you and a faculty member.

Be creative about whom you include on your team and look beyond those with active appointments in your program. Consider retired faculty, faculty from other departments, faculty from other universities, those outside the university and even those outside the academy as potential mentors. All of these people can help to meet your needs and serve as part of your professional network.

"THANKS FOR AGREEING TO BE INTERVIEWED FOR MY STUDY ON GRAD STUDENTS. LET ME FOCUS... OK, ARE YOU READY?"

"IT'S NO PROBLEM... FIRE AWAY..."

"OK... IN YOUR OWN WORDS, CAN YOU TELL ME WHY YOU CAME TO GRADUATE SCHOOL?"

"SURE... UM..."

"...THAT'S OK, TAKE YOUR TIME... NO RUSH..."

"UM..."

[www.phdcomics.com](http://www.phdcomics.com)
Chapter 3: Challenges Facing Faculty

While not all faculty may realize this, mentoring is as essential to a faculty member’s success as teaching, research and publication are, and for the same reasons: it benefits both students and faculty as it ensures the quality and commitment of the next generation of scholars. Effective mentoring advances the discipline because mentees often begin making significant contributions long before they complete their graduate degrees. Faculty know that students with good mentors are more likely to have productive, distinguished, and ethical careers that reflect credit on the mentors and enrich the discipline. Effective mentoring helps to ensure the quality of research, scholarship and teaching well into the future.

Remember, though, that faculty members need to balance the many demands that are made of them. A partial list of their responsibilities may include: teaching undergraduate and graduate courses; advising undergraduate and graduate students; serving on master’s theses and dissertation committees; researching or working on creative projects; writing grant proposals; writing books and articles; reviewing the work of their students and colleagues; serving on departmental and university committees; and fulfilling duties for professional organizations. The pace of these demands does not let up over time. Junior faculty face the pressure of preparing for tenure review, which means they have to be engaged in an active research agenda. As faculty become more senior, and their national and international prominence increases, the demands for their time and energies only grow.

Women and minority faculty may face additional challenges. They often mentor a greater number of graduate students than their peers. Students seek them out not only because of their research and professional interests, but also because of their gender and/or race. Be sensitive to the heavy mentoring load of minority and female faculty by always being efficient with the time they give you. Accept that they may not take you on as a mentee, and be open to the fact that you may need to seek mentorship from those who seem quite different from you.

Unfortunately, some people think that historically marginalized faculty members may be less effective in providing access to the resources and professional networks that graduate students need. Keep in mind that one of the reasons for having a team of mentors is to take advantage of the strengths that each one brings to your personal and professional development.

Some female and male students expect women faculty to be more nurturing and emotionally supportive than their male counterparts. Junior female faculty are in an especially difficult situation because excessive time spent in mentoring may jeopardize the time they have to carry on the work needed for their own career success. If you feel disappointed with the way a woman faculty member responds to you, ask yourself whether you would have the same reaction if the professor was a man.

In the course of assembling your mentoring team, keep a critical eye on your own behaviors and expectations. Do you have higher esteem for certain categories of faculty than for others? If you
are being critical of a faculty member, could it be that you are reacting to a style, an accent, or a speech pattern that makes you consider them in a critical light? Are you mindful of their professional obligations? Do not let unexamined assumptions stand in the way of developing successful mentoring relationships.
Chapter 4: Establishing a Mentoring Relationship

In order to establish a mentoring relationship on firm footing, be prepared for your initial meetings and have realistic expectations. The objectives of these initial meetings are to make a positive impression and to establish a working rapport. You also want to assess whether a particular faculty member is a good fit for you. Keep in mind that the mentoring relationship is one that evolves over time and often begins because of a particular need. Do not approach these meetings as if you are asking someone to be your mentor – an initial conversation is simply the first step.

You are ready for an in depth conversation once you have examined your own academic and professional goals and familiarized yourself with the professor’s past and current work. **Come to the meeting ready to generate a conversation that will reveal what the faculty member would like to know about you.**

**Mutual Interests:** Faculty will want to know if you have research, scholarly, academic and/or creative interests similar to theirs. Make certain that you know how your prior academic, professional, or personal experiences might relate to his or her interests. Ask about current work and discuss the ways in which these intersect with your interests as a graduate student.

**Goals:** Faculty want to work with motivated students who are not only eager, but also signal that they want to prepare to move on to the next level of their professional growth with the mentor’s guidance. State your goals as you see them right now. Ask about ways you can further explore these goals through reading, coursework, research projects, and professional training.

**Initiative:** Take action rather than wait to be told what to do. For instance, ask questions about issues recently discussed in class or about a visiting scholar’s presentation. Solicit suggestions about other people and experiences that will help you develop your skills and knowledge.

**Skills and Strengths:** Show why this person should invest in you. Talk about what qualities you would bring to a professional relationship—research or language skills, creativity, analytical techniques, computer skills, enthusiasm, and commitment.

In addition to telling them about yourself, you need to seek further information about this faculty member. In order to assess the type of support you can expect to receive from a particular faculty member you will need to familiarize yourself with that person’s expectations. It is essential to communicate clearly from the start about your respective roles and responsibilities.

**Availability:** To understand how much time the professor will be able to give to you, inquire about his or her other commitments. How frequently will you be able to meet? Ask about the faculty member’s plans at the university. Does the professor anticipate being at the university during the entire time in which you are a student here? Will he or she be away from the department for extended periods (on sabbatical or on a research project) and if so, what arrangements could be made to stay in communication?

**Expectations:** Ask how often you might expect to receive an assessment of your general progress, and the nature and format of these evaluations. Determine what the professor considers
to be a normal workload. How many hours does he or she think you should be spending each week on your research or creative project? Does the professor prefer to communicate through email, in person, or by phone?

**Potential support:** Depending upon your program and funding commitments, you may have questions about opportunities for teaching or funding through grants. For example, if you are in the STEM fields, ask whether the professor has appropriate space and laboratory equipment for your needs. What is the size of the professor’s research group and is this optimal for you? Will these remain available until you complete your program? If you are in the humanities ask about how many terms of teaching you might expect and at what point you might receive guidance with the grant writing process.

**Drafts:** Discuss the professor’s expectations of what first drafts should look like before they are submitted. Find out if he or she is willing to accept rough drafts, and preferences for revisions and editing.

**Publishing and Presentations:** Determine to what extent the professor is willing to help you prepare your own articles for publication. Ask whether the professor co-authors articles with graduate students and make certain you understand the disciplinary standards for first authorship. Similarly, depending on the program, find out if the professor collaborates with students for conference presentations, public performances or exhibitions. Is the professor willing to devote time to prepare your research or creative work for presentation?

In any meeting with faculty who may be prospective mentors, always respect their time. Be sure you know how much time is available to you in this meeting, and be aware of how quickly time is passing as you try to cover these topics. If you need additional time, schedule another meeting to discuss remaining items and learn more about each other. If you decide that you would like to develop a professional relationship with a faculty member after these initial meetings, wait until you have something substantive to discuss before you schedule another meeting. Always remember to thank them for their time and let them know the progress you are making in pursuing suggestions they gave you.
Chapter 5: Your Responsibilities as a Mentee

Having thoughtfully established a mentoring team, you must then maintain these relationships in a professional manner. It is imperative to show by your attitude and actions that you are a responsible junior colleague. As a graduate student it is your responsibility to develop and demonstrate your abilities to be an independent scholar and researcher.

At the same time, you should remember that your mentors will not all share the same perspective. For example, one may feel that her role is to assist with revising articles for publication and preparing you for conferences, but not to sympathize with your personal crises. Another may see his role as your cheerleader for the long term, ready to listen to your private concerns but not to spend hours on data analysis. So be realistic about what any single mentor can do for you and be sensitive to each person’s view of your mentoring relationship.

Faculty are more likely to respond to requests for specific types of assistance that they know they can provide. Analyze what you need from an individual faculty member and explicitly ask for assistance that will help you address that need. If you ask for an excessive amount of help, you run the risk of having faculty feel they are doing your work. What is “excessive” will vary by professor and discipline. Discuss this with your mentor if you have any concerns. Keep in mind the following general guidelines for professional behavior as a graduate student.

Work Plan

• Develop a work plan that includes both short-term and long-term objectives as well as a series of deadlines for completing each step.

• When modifications seem necessary, discuss these with your mentor and agree upon a new work plan.

• Contact your mentor at regular intervals (expectations vary by discipline and stage of study) to discuss your progress.

• Pursue additional training and experiences you need in order to achieve your professional goals.

Meetings

• Show up for scheduled meetings on time.

• Meetings will be most productive when you accept responsibility for leading the meeting. Your role is to raise the issues and questions while the professor’s role is to respond.

• For each meeting, be prepared with an agenda of topics that need to be discussed - and prioritize them so you are asking your most important questions first.
• At the conclusion of the meeting or through email, summarize any agreements that have been reached. Also restate what you will be doing and what the mentor committed to do to assist you. Ask them to respond if they disagree with anything you have stated. Follow up on what you agree to do.

• If your mentor is facing a work emergency at the time of your meeting, offer to reschedule the meeting, shorten it, or handle the matter over email. Be flexible, but remain committed to getting what you need in a timely manner.

• If you need to cancel a meeting, make sure that your message is left in a manner that reaches the professor. Do not rely solely on one form of message.

Critique and Editing

• Clarify how often the faculty member will give you feedback about your general work and your progress.

• Read the books or articles your mentors suggest, and let them know what you thought about those suggestions.

• Ask when you can expect them to return papers.

• Find out if they tend to provide a lot of comments or very few, so that you will not be taken aback later on.

• Do not submit a draft to a faculty member in its roughest form (unless otherwise instructed by the professor.) Seek the professor’s input once you are confident you have a presentable draft. Be sure to proofread the document carefully. If you have doubts about the quality of your work, ask a more advanced student to read your paper first. Ideally, this person should be familiar with both the professor and the topic so s/he can make remarks about the content and style.

• Do not ask professors to re-read an entire paper if only certain sections have been revised. Instead, mark the new or edited sections by underlining them, putting them in boldface, or by using a different font.

• If you disagree with a particular criticism, demonstrate that you are willing to consider that point. If after thinking about it for some time you still disagree, demonstrate your ability to defend your ideas in a professional and well-thought-out manner.

Professional Development

• Attend departmental lectures and other activities such as job talks.

• Join professional associations and societies.
• Attend conferences and use these opportunities to network with others.

• Seek out opportunities to present your work in your department or through outside conferences, publications, or performances.

• Attend teaching workshops and discipline-specific pedagogy classes.

• Take advantage of formal and informal opportunities to improve your understanding of research responsibility and professional ethics.

Portfolio and References

• Maintain a professional portfolio in both electronic and paper-based versions that serves to document your accomplishments. Bear in mind that these can be used for a variety of purposes and should always be focused and concise.

• When requesting a reference, provide updated copies of your curriculum vitae and the location or copy of your portfolio for materials that can amplify the c.v.

• Leave clear written instructions as to when the letters are due and to whom to send them. Attach a stamped and addressed envelope for each letter. If you have several letters, create a calendar for your mentor that lists application deadlines.

• Provide a short description about the fellowship, grant, or program for which you are applying.

• Provide details about how you are structuring your application and what points you would like your mentor to emphasize.

• Submit these materials with enough advance time for your mentor to write a letter.

• In case the professor misplaces the application materials, keep extra copies of all forms.

• Ask how your mentor prefers to be reminded of deadlines, if needed.

Clearly establish with your mentor a set of expectations and essential commitments. Problems in mentoring relationships most often occur because of misunderstandings and lack of explicit communication. Some people find it helpful to specify a mutual agreement about their respective roles and responsibilities. One method of doing this is the use of a written mentoring plan or set of core expectations. Mentor and student can use the written agreement as the basis of a discussion to acknowledge they have established a mentoring relationship and to review the responsibilities of both mentor and mentee.
Hi, Prof. Smith...

Come in, have a seat. So, what did you do over spring break?

I had an amazing break! I went downhill mountain biking... I caught up on some leisure reading... I hung out and did nothing... I'm totally relaxed! It was great...

You mean what research did I do over spring break, don't you?
Chapter 6: What to Do if Problems Arise

If the terms of a mentoring relationship have been clearly established at the outset, there should be few problems between you and the professor as you move through your graduate program. But occasionally situations do arise which hinder timely completion of degree work, such as the birth of a child or a family crisis. If this happens to you, be sure to take the initiative and contact your mentors. Discuss your situation with them, providing the information you feel they need to know. As soon as possible, get back to them with a new timeline for completing your degree. Be sure the revised plan is realistic and that you can meet the new deadlines.

By the same token, remember that situations occasionally arise for faculty members that could impede your work and progress. For instance, other demands on your mentor may hinder his or her ability to meet with you or provide prompt feedback about your work. If something like this happens repeatedly, you should talk about this with the faculty member involved. Do this in person, when it first becomes evident that there is a problem. Face-to-face meetings can lead to more satisfactory results than email, since one’s tone and message can be easily misconstrued when communicating online or even by phone.

You may find that, despite talking with your mentor, you need to develop a strategy that keeps your work on schedule while maintaining the mentoring relationship. Other students who work with this particular faculty member can tell you if the behavior is typical, and may be able to suggest some possible resolutions. Your peers can also explain the norms in your department regarding frequency of meetings, turn-around time for feedback, and general availability of faculty.

Departmental staff such as the administrative assistants or grad coordinators also can clarify departmental expectations and standards, and may be able to provide suggestions on how to resolve problems based on past experience. Administrative staff also should know about other people or offices on campus that can assist you.

Sometimes other faculty members in your program can give you advice on how to deal with problematic issues that arise with one of your mentors. Here you can see one of the best reasons to develop a team of mentors to support your efforts in graduate school. If you want someone to intercede on your behalf, other faculty members can often provide guidance about how to proceed.

Finally, if you are not able to resolve issues with your mentor on your own, or with the advice of other faculty and staff, you may find it advisable to talk to the graduate chair or your department chair. At any point, you may find it helpful to talk things over with staff at the Rackham Graduate School. Please contact the Rackham Resolution Officer (734-764-4400 or RackResolutionOfficer@umich.edu) about ideas and strategies for resolving problematic mentoring issues.
YOUR ADVISOR IS ON VACATION. HOW TO REACT:

YEAR 1 GRAD:
hey now, it's your birthday...
PARTY LIKE A ROCK STAR.

YEAR 3 GRAD:
will somebody tell me what I'm supposed to be doing?
RUN AROUND LIKE A CHICKEN WITH ITS HEAD CUT OFF.

YEAR 5 GRAD:
really? he's gone?
ACT TOO BUSY TO HAVE NOTICED.

YEAR 7 GRAD:
aah! if he doesn't sign this, I can't graduate...
PANIC. RESIST URGE TO COMMIT FORGERY.
Chapter 7: Changing Advisors

Not all advisors turn out to be mentors. You may find that the faculty member you thought would be best for advising your course selection, guiding your research and chairing your dissertation committee is not, in fact, the right one for you. Do not panic. **There is no fault in discovering that the first person you thought would mentor you is not a good fit for your objectives in pursuing a graduate degree.**

Changing advisors is common in some fields of study and less common in others. It is easier for students to change advisors in departments that encourage students to work with multiple faculty. **In all cases, changing advisors is best accomplished if you enter the process with an attitude of respect for your advisor.** Here are some basic guidelines.

- **Remain professional at all times.** Think through the most diplomatic way to express to your advisor—and to others—why you would like to make this change. Avoid doing or saying anything to others in the university community (including your fellow students) that would embarrass you if it were repeated to your advisor.

- **Seek the advice of a trusted faculty member and other professional staff to determine whether it is in fact desirable to change your advisor.** This is especially true if the relationship has a long history and/or if it occurs at the dissertation phase of your career.

- **Before you make any decisions about discontinuing the relationship with your current advisor, approach another suitable faculty member and inquire about the prospect of serving as your advisor.** Avoid saying anything negative about your past advisor and explain your desire to change only in professional terms.

- **When you do decide to make a change, be sure to inform your advisor promptly, no matter how awkward this may be.** Be sure that you try to work out any differences with your advisor before you move on. If you owe your past advisor any work, be sure to discuss this and arrange a schedule for completing all outstanding obligations.

- **Be sure to complete or update any formal paperwork that contains information about your advisor (e.g., the Dissertation Committee form if your new advisor will serve on your committee).**

Not all advising relationships are successful, often for appropriate reasons based in changing research interests or conflicting commitments. As in any work situation some supervisory relationships are more productive than others. It is up to you to make certain that your behavior is professional at all times if you decide to terminate that relationship and complete your degree under the direction of another faculty member.
THE WEEKLY 1 ON 1 MEETING...

SO, WHAT’S NEW THIS WEEK, MIKE?

WELL, I RAN THOSE TESTS, WE TALKED ABOUT LAST WEEK ON THE NEW ALGORITHM... OH, AND I GOT MARRIED.

REALLY!? HOW EXCITING! OOH, SO TELL ME...

... DID THE RESULTS CONCUR WITH OUR HYPOTHESIS?

WHY YES... JUST LOOK CLOSER AT THIS GRAPH... CLOSER... YOU ARE IMPRESSED...

www.phdcomics.com
Chapter 8: Strategies for Underrepresented Students

All of us at Rackham know that a diverse graduate student population greatly enriches the scholarly, cultural, and social activities at the university. Rackham is committed to examining the issues which students from historically underrepresented or marginalized populations face, with the expectation that ultimately this will be of assistance to all of our graduate students.

If you are a student from an underrepresented group, realize that the concerns you may have, and any problems you encounter, often face others as well. If you are not from an underrepresented group, the following material should still provide you with insight into your colleagues’ experiences. Such insight is crucial for all graduate students as you develop and hone your professional skills. While there is, of course, a great deal of variability in the experience of each group, many students tell us about common themes.

Need for Role Models: Students from historically underrepresented or marginalized groups have a harder time finding faculty whose background and experiences may have been similar to their own.

- Work with your faculty mentors to get names of other people in your department, across the university, or at other universities who may have had experiences similar to yours.

- Do not lose sight of the fact that you can receive very good mentoring from faculty who are of a different gender, race or culture. After all, past generations of minority scholars did just that.

- When job openings arise, you may have the opportunity to work within your department or program to identify qualified job candidates who represent diverse backgrounds. Attend the job talks and meet these potential faculty mentors.

Questioning the Canons: Students from underrepresented or marginalized groups, particularly those in the social sciences and humanities, sometimes find that their perspectives or experiences do not fit comfortably into the current academic canons. A safe environment is needed to share thoughts and values in the course of exploring and possibly challenging traditional analyses.

- Be prepared to show a faculty member the value and relevance of new lines of inquiry. Formulate a strong, reasoned argument about the importance of this question to the growth of your field. Introduce a scholarly article or essay as an example of the work you would like to do. Test your argument by talking with peers and others who could give you helpful feedback.

- Unfortunately, not all students meet with success in doing this. Some students are able to find other faculty who are receptive; others change the focus of their dissertations with plans to resume this interest after they complete their degrees; while still others change graduate programs.
There are many interdisciplinary programs and research centers across campus that may provide you with a community of scholars with interests similar to your own, including the Department of Afroamerican and African Studies, the Institute for Research on Women and Gender, the Latin American and Caribbean Studies Program, the Native American Studies Program, the Program in American Culture, and the Women’s Studies Program.

Be open to hearing other people’s experiences, particularly those people whose backgrounds differ from your own. Think about the ways that race, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, and other characteristics help to expand the types of questions that are asked and the approaches used for answering them.

**Being Categorized as a Single-Issue Scholar:** Some students are concerned that by selecting dissertation topics that focus on such issues as gender, race, or sexual orientation, others will see them as being only interested in these topics for the rest of their professional careers.

- Throughout your graduate school career, demonstrate the breadth of your intellectual curiosity through your contributions in classes, seminars, brown bags, and lectures.

- As you develop your mentoring relationships, be clear with the faculty about the range of your research interests.

- When you go out on the job market, be sure to talk about the full range of your research and teaching interests.

- Ask about others’ research interests rather than making assumptions about them based on their personal characteristics or past work.

**Feelings of Isolation:** Students from historically underrepresented groups can feel particularly isolated or alienated from other students in their departments.

- Ask mentors or peers to introduce you to students and faculty with complementary interests.

- Investigate organizations within or outside the University that might provide you with a social support and a sense of belonging. Some examples are cultural and religious groups, as well as reading groups and professional associations.

- Be aware of students who seem to find it difficult to take active roles in academic or social settings and find ways to include them. Take the initiative to talk with them. Ask them about their research interests, hobbies, and activities outside of school.

**Burden of Being a Spokesperson:** Students from underrepresented groups may expend a lot of time and energy speaking up when issues such as race, class, gender or sexual orientation arise or are being ignored. These students point out how most of their peers have an advantage in not carrying such a burden.
• Seek out support and strategies from others facing this same situation. Plug into other networks in your department or across campus. Perhaps one of the many student groups can help you.

• Do not assume your personal experiences are the norm. Question how race, gender, or other characteristics provide different perspectives from your own.

• When you see students taking on spokesperson roles, tell them and others what you have gained from their contributions to class discussion. Words of appreciation are always valued.

Work-Life Balance: Students often express the sense that faculty expect them to spend every waking minute of their day on their work. This perception of faculty expectations, accurate or not, troubles students who find it very important to maintain balance and a sense of proportion in the amount of time devoted to graduate work.

• Every semester, workshops or panel discussions exploring the topic of balancing work and home are sponsored by such units as Rackham, Counseling and Psychological Services, and the Center for the Education of Women. These workshops are open to all students.

• Seek out role models whom you can talk to about how they balance the differing components of their lives.

• Demonstrate through your behavior and work that you are focused and productive during the times you are in your office or lab.

Keep in mind that many factors shape people’s behaviors and attitudes. You can help erase stereotypes by recognizing each student’s unique strengths and scholarly promise. Think, too, about the ways you have been socialized and make efforts to increase your awareness and knowledge about these issues—for yourself and for others.
Chapter 9: From Mentee to Colleague

Effective mentoring is good for mentors, good for students, and good for the discipline. A mentor is there to support you with your challenges as well as your successes, to assist as you navigate the unfamiliar waters of a graduate degree program, and to provide a model of commitment, productivity, and professional responsibility.

In most cases, the system works well: students make informed choices regarding faculty with whom they work; faculty serve as effective mentors and foster the learning and professional development of graduate students. During the graduate experience, your mentors will guide you toward becoming independent creators of knowledge or users of research, prepared to be colleagues with your mentors as you complete the degree program and move on to the next phase of professional life—career advising from colleagues in more senior positions.

We have provided here an overview and guidelines that should help you to find, and make the most of, the mentoring you need for a successful graduate experience. In order to learn more about mentoring resources at the University of Michigan, and in particular about the Rackham initiative, Mentoring Others Results in Excellence (MORE), contact more-mentoring@umich.edu.

We have also included suggestions for further reading if you would like to explore some of the topics raised in this guide, a few samples of documents mentioned here, and a list of related resources at the University of Michigan useful for all graduate students.
Further Reading


Resources at the University of Michigan

Research, Writing, and Teaching

The Center for Research on Learning and Teaching (CRLT)
CRLT works with U-M faculty, graduate students, and administrators to support different types of teaching, learning, and evaluation; including multicultural teaching, technology in teaching, evaluation, and workshops, and teaching grants.
1071 Palmer Commons
100 Washtenaw Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2218
Phone: (734) 764-0505
Email: crlt@umich.edu
http://www.crlt.umich.edu

Sweetland Center for Writing
Sweetland offers writing assistance with course papers and dissertations to undergraduate and graduate students in the form of peer tutoring, appointments with Sweetland faculty, workshops, and additional resources.
1310 North Quad
105 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1285
Phone: (734) 764-0429
Email: sweetlandinfo@umich.edu
https://www.lsa.umich.edu/sweetland/

Scholarspace
Scholarspace provides workshops as well as one-on-one consultation over the phone, in person, or over email, on technology use related to research and writing (i.e., managing bibliographies with RefWorks and EndNote, using Microsoft Word for your dissertation, etc.).
Hatcher Graduate Library, Room 206
913 South University Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1205
Phone: (734) 647-7406
Email: scholarspace@umich.edu
https://www.lib.umich.edu/scholarspace

GroundWorks Media Conversion Lab
GroundWorks is a facility supporting the production, conversion, and editing of digital and analog media using high-end Macintosh and Windows computers equipped with CD-R drives, flatbed scanners, slide scanners, slide film exposers, and video and audio equipment.
Room 1315 Duderstadt Center
2281 Bonisteel Boulevard
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Phone: (734) 647-5739
Email: groundworks@umich.edu
http://www.groundworks.umich.edu

Duderstadt Center
The Duderstadt Center is the library and media center on North Campus. The center houses computer labs, meeting space, the Art, Architecture, and Engineering Library, the College of Engineering Computer Aided Engineering Network (CAEN), the Digital Media Commons (GroundWorks), and Mujo Café.
2281 Bonisteel Boulevard
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Phone: (734) 763-3266
http://www.dc.umich.edu/

Consulting for Statistics, Computing, and Analytics Research (CSCAR)
CSCAR is a research unit that provides statistical assistance to faculty, primary researchers, graduate students, and staff of the university.
3550 Rackham Building (3rd Floor)
915 East Washington Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1070
Phone: (734) 764-STAT (7828)
Email: cscar@umich.edu
https://cscar.research.umich.edu
English Language Institute (ELI)
The English Language Institute offers courses for nonnative speakers of English enrolled at, and visiting, the University of Michigan. ELI also features instructional programs, courses, workshops for graduate student instructors (GSIs), ESL clinics, and intensive English summer programs.
500 Church Street, Suite 900
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1042
Phone: (734) 764-2413
Email: eli-information@umich.edu
https://www.lsa.umich.edu/eli

University Career Center
The University Career Center supports students and faculty with exploring and pursuing their career and educational goals by assisting with internship searches, applying to graduate school, looking for a full time job, providing career counseling, and leading workshops.
515 East Jefferson Street
3200 Student Activities Building
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1316
Phone: (734) 764-7460
Email: careercenter@umich.edu
https://www.careercenter.umich.edu/

Rackham’s Dissertation Resources
This website provides a list of resources at the University of Michigan that can be helpful as students navigate their dissertation process.
https://rackham.umich.edu/navigating-your-degree/

Rackham Workshops
This site lists the workshops Rackham Graduate School offers throughout the year.
https://rackham.umich.edu/events/

Rackham Research Exchange Program
The Rackham Research Exchange is one of the Alliances for Graduate Education and the Professoriate (AGEP). It is a partnership between U-M and eight leading universities. The Research Exchange focuses on increasing diversity in mathematics, physical sciences, computer science, engineering and related disciplines.
Rackham Graduate School
915 East Washington Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1070
https://rackham.umich.edu/rackham-life/diversity-equity-and-inclusion/research-exchange/

Support Organizations and Services
CEW+
Available to men and women, CEW+ has professional counselors who help individuals explore their educational and career goals. CEW+ offers grants, free and low cost workshops, postdocs, and other services to students, faculty, staff and community members whereby they advocate for women in higher education and in the workplace.
330 East Liberty Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Phone: (734) 764-6005
Email: contactcew@umich.edu
http://www.cew.umich.edu/
Institute for Research on Women and Gender (IRWG)
The Institute for Research on Women and Gender coordinates existing research activities by bringing together scholars across campus who have related interests in women and gender studies. IRWG also provides seed money for new research projects, sponsors public events, and supports research by graduate students.
1136 Lane Hall
204 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1290
Phone: (734) 764-9537
Email: irwg@umich.edu
https://irwg.umich.edu/

International Center
The U-M International Center provides a variety of services to assist international students, scholars, faculty and staff at the University of Michigan, as well as U-M American students seeking opportunities to study, work, or travel abroad.
1500 Student Activities Building
515 East Jefferson Street
Ann Arbor MI 48109-1316
Phone: (734) 764-9310
Email: icenter@umich.edu
https://www.internationalcenter.umich.edu/

Services for Students with Disabilities Office (SSD)
SSD Office provides campus and external resources as well as assistance for students with physical and mental health conditions in a private and confidential manner.
G-664 Haven Hall
505 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1045
Phone: (734) 763-3000
Email: ssdoffice@umich.edu
https://ssd.umich.edu/

The Adaptive Technology Computer Site (ATCS)
ATCS is an ergo-assistive work-study computing environment open to U-M students, faculty and staff. The site is designed to accommodate the information technology needs of physically, visually, learning, and ergonomically impaired individuals and a personal assistant or canine companion.
James Edward Knox Center Adaptive Technology Computing Site
Shapiro Undergraduate Library, Room 2064
919 South University Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1185
Phone: (734) 647-6437
Email: sites.atcs@umich.edu
https://its.umich.edu/computing/accessible-computing/atcs

Spectrum Center
The Spectrum Center provides a comprehensive range of education, information and advocacy services working to create and maintain an open, safe and inclusive environment for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and similarly-identified students, faculty, and staff, their families and friends, and the campus community at large.
3200 Michigan Union
530 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1308
Phone: (734) 763-4186
Email: spectrumcenter@umich.edu
https://spectrumcenter.umich.edu/

LambdaGrads
LambdaGrads is the organization for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) graduate and professional students at the University of Michigan that provides a safe, fun and open environment for queer grad students to socialize and build community across academic disciplines.
Email: lambdagrads@umich.edu
The OUTlist
The OUTlist seeks to foster professional relationships and mentoring opportunities through engaging LGBTQ faculty, staff, students, and alumni in the creation on online searchable profiles. It is a database where university community members can connect with one another and where individuals new to the community can look to for resources. [https://spectrumcenter.umich.edu/outlist/](https://spectrumcenter.umich.edu/outlist/)

Student Legal Services
Student Legal Services (SLS) is a free full-service law office available to currently enrolled students at the University of Michigan - Ann Arbor campus.
Division of Student Affairs
715 North University Avenue, Suite 202
Ann Arbor 48104-1605
Phone: (734) 763-9920
[https://studentlegalservices.umich.edu/](https://studentlegalservices.umich.edu/)

Veterans Affairs: Transcripts and Certification
Michelle Henderson in the Transcripts and Certification Office assists students who are veterans with certification, paperwork, transcripts, veterans’ benefits, and other administrative needs.
1210 LSA/Veterans
500 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1382
Phone: (734) 763-9066

Veterans and Military Services
Phillip Larson assists U-M students who are veterans with their overall acclimation and adjustment to being a student at the University of Michigan (i.e., coursework, finding housing, social networks, etc.).
Veterans and Military Services
2011 Student Activities Building
515 East Jefferson Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1316
Phone: (734) 764-6413
[http://vets.umich.edu/](http://vets.umich.edu/)

Multi Ethnic Student Affairs Office (MESA) & William Monroe Trotter Multicultural Center
The Office of Multi-Ethnic Student Affairs and the William Monroe Trotter Multicultural Center work in conjunction with one another to provide workshops and programs that foster learning, and cross-cultural competencies that represent an array of ethnic backgrounds.
Multi Ethnic Student Affairs Office
2202 Michigan Union
530 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
(734) 763-9044, [https://mesa.umich.edu/](https://mesa.umich.edu/)
and
William Monroe Trotter Multicultural Center
428 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
(734) 763-3670
[https://trotter.umich.edu/](https://trotter.umich.edu/)

Graduate School Dispute Resolution and Academic Integrity Procedures
This office offers formal and informal dispute resolution services, provides resources and referrals, and can offer alternative resolutions in consultation with other offices as appropriate. Students can expect confidentiality in a safe environment.
Rackham Resolution Office
1120 Rackham Building
915 East Washington Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1070
Phone: (734) 764-4400
Email: RackResolutionOfficer@umich.edu
[https://rackham.umich.edu/academic-policies/](https://rackham.umich.edu/academic-policies/)


Health and Wellness

Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS)
CAPS provides services that are designed to help students reach a balanced university experience, ranging from various counseling services, educational and preventive initiatives, training programs, outreach and consultation activities, and guidance on how to fully contribute to a caring healthy community.
3100 Michigan Union
530 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Phone: (734) 764-8312
Email: tdsevig@umich.edu
https://caps.umich.edu/

U-M Psychiatric Emergency Services (PES)
Psychiatric Emergency Services (PES) provides emergency/urgent walk-in evaluation and crisis phone services available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, for people of all ages. The following services are provided: psychiatric evaluation, treatment recommendations; crisis intervention; screening for inpatient psychiatric hospitalization and mental health and substance abuse treatment referral information.
University Hospital
1500 East Medical Center Drive
Reception: Emergency Medicine
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-5020
Phone: (734) 996-4747
Crisis phone service: (734) 936-5900
(24 hours/7 days)
https://medicine.umich.edu/dept/psychiatry/patient-care/psychiatric-emergency-service

Psychological Clinic
The U-M Psychological Clinic provides psychological care including consultation, short-term and long-term therapy for individual adults and couples, for students and residents of Ann Arbor and neighboring communities. Services and fees are on a sliding scale according to income and financial circumstances, and the clinic accepts many insurance plans.
500 East Washington Street, Suite 100
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Phone: (734) 764-3471
Email: clinicinfo@umich.edu
https://mari.umich.edu/psych-clinic/

University Health Service (UHS)
UHS is a health care clinic available to U-M students, faculty, staff and others affiliated with U-M that meets most health care needs. For students who are enrolled for the current semester on the Ann Arbor campus most UHS services are covered by tuition.
207 Fletcher Street
Ann Arbor MI 48109-1050
Phone: (734) 764-8320
Email: ContactUHS@umich.edu
https://www.uhs.umich.edu/

SafeHouse Center
SAFE House provides free and confidential services for any victim of domestic violence that lives or works in Washtenaw County. Their programs include counseling, court accompaniment, information and referrals, emergency shelter, and personal advocacy.
4100 Clark Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
Crisis Line: (734) 995-5444 (24 hours /7 days)
Business Line: (734) 973-0242
https://www.safhousecenter.org/
Sexual Assault Prevention and Awareness Center (SAPAC)
SAPAC provides educational and supportive services for the University of Michigan community related to sexual assault, dating and domestic violence, sexual harassment, and stalking.
Michigan Union, Room 1551
530 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1308
Office Phone:
(734) 764-7771
24-hour Crisis Line:
(734) 936-3333
Email: sapac@umich.edu
https://sapac.umich.edu

Family and Community

The Guide to Campus and Community for Graduate and Professional Students
This online guide provides web links and information to students about numerous resources at the University of Michigan and in Ann Arbor.
https://rackham.umich.edu/rackham-life/

Students with Children
This website is dedicated to the needs of students at the University of Michigan who juggle parenting, study and work. This site is described as a “one-stop shop for all your parenting needs.”
http://www.studentswithchildren.umich.edu/

Work/Life Resource Center
The Work/Life Resource Center is a starting point for U-M staff, faculty, and students as they begin to investigate resources for eldercare, childcare, and other tools for work/life balance, such as flexible scheduling and child care leaves of absence.
2060 Wolverine Tower
3003 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Phone: (734) 936-8677
TTY: (734) 647-1388
Email: worklife@umich.edu
https://hr.umich.edu/about-uhr/service-areas-offices/work-life-resource-center

Child Care Subsidy Program
The Child Care Subsidy Program provides funds to students with children to assist in meeting the cost of licensed child care.
Office of Financial Aid
2500 Student Activities Building
515 East Jefferson Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1316
Phone: (734) 763-6600
Email: financial.aid@umich.edu
http://finaid.umich.edu/child-care-subsidy/

University Center for the Child and the Family (UCCF)
UCCF offers a wide variety of family-oriented services to enhance the psychological adjustment of children, families, and couples. Services are offered on a sliding-fee scale and include individual and group psychotherapy for children, families, and couples, parent guidance, coping with divorce groups for parents and children, and social skills groups for children.
500 East Washington Street, Suite 100
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Phone: (734) 764-9466
https://mari.umich.edu/uccf/
Housing Information Office
The Housing Information Office handles all residence halls and Northwood housing placements, provides counseling and mediation services for off-campus housing, and special services for students with disabilities, international students, and families.
1011 Student Activities Building
515 East Jefferson Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1316
Phone: (734) 763-3164
Email: housing@umich.edu
https://housing.umich.edu/

Off-Campus Housing Resources
This program provides housing resources specifically related to living off campus.
Phone: (734) 764-7420
https://offcampushousing.umich.edu/

Rackham Student Organizations

Graduate Rackham International (GRIN)
GRIN is a student-run organization that aims to provide support for all international graduate students at the University of Michigan. Their goal is to establish a diverse and inclusive community, while providing international students with tools to grow professionally and personally. Avenues to achieve this vision include mentorship programs, social, and professional events.
grin.contact@umich.edu
https://grin.rackham.umich.edu/

Rackham Student Government (RSG)
Established in 1954, Rackham Student Government is the elected body representing the needs and concerns of the 8,300+ graduate student enrolled in rackham degree programs. RSG consists of multiple active governmental branches. The members of the Executive and Legislative Branches are elected annually by Rackham students.
rsg@umich.edu
https://rsg.umich.edu/

Students of Color of Rackham (SCOR)
SCOR is a network for Rackham graduate and professional students at the University of Michigan. SCOR is dedicated to the social, cultural, and academic well-being of students of color of African, Asian, Latino, and Native American descent, and also welcomes students of other cultures, ethnicities, and international origins. SCOR promotes, supports, and sponsors efforts to enhance and improve the quality of our students’ academic, professional and social lives, respectful of cultural, disability, gender and sexual orientation.
scorcommunications@gmail.com
http://www.scor-umich.com/
Michigan Graduate Student Mentoring Plan

An early dialogue on the advising and mentoring relationship between faculty advisors and their graduate students or postdoctoral scholars can be an essential tool for setting up expectations for the mentoring relationship. This sample mentoring agreement offers a tool for students and faculty mentors to use in defining those expectations.

It is assumed that these mentoring plans can be modified in whatever way the individual program and advisor/advisee pair think is most appropriate to their intended relationship. These plans are not intended to serve as any kind of legal document, but rather as an agreement in principle as to the training goals of the advisor and advisee, after discussion between the two.

The following is based on a sample published by the Graduate Research, Education and Training (GREAT) group of the American Association of Medical Colleges (AAMC). Departments and Programs may wish to use it to create a customized mentoring plan that sets up a statement of principles governing student/faculty mentor relationships, and to be used at the time a student commits to working with a primary faculty mentor.

Tenets of Predoctoral Training

Institutional Commitment

Institutions that train graduate students must be committed to establishing and maintaining high-quality training programs with the highest academic and ethical standards. Institutions should work to ensure that students who complete their programs are well-trained and possess the foundational skills and values that will allow them to mature into independent academic professionals of integrity. Institutions should provide oversight for the length of study, program integrity, stipend levels, benefits, grievance procedures, and other matters relevant to the education of graduate students. Additionally, they should recognize and reward their graduate training faculty.

Program Commitment

Graduate programs should endeavor to establish graduate training programs that provide students with the skills necessary to function independently in an academic or other research setting by the time they graduate. Programs should strive to maintain academically relevant course offerings and research opportunities. Programs should establish clear parameters for outcomes assessment and closely monitor the progress of graduate students during their course of study.

Quality Mentoring

Effective mentoring is crucial for graduate school trainees as they begin their academic careers. Faculty mentors must commit to dedicating substantial time to graduate students to ensure their academic, professional and personal development. A relationship of mutual trust and respect should be established between mentors and graduate students to foster healthy interactions and encourage
individual growth. Effective mentoring should include teaching research methods, providing regular feedback that recognizes contributions and insights and offers constructive criticism, teaching the “ways” of the academic research and teaching enterprise, and promoting students’ careers by providing appropriate opportunities. Additionally, good graduate school mentors should be careful listeners, actively promote and appreciate diversity, possess and consistently exemplify high ethical standards, recognize the contributions of students in publications and intellectual property, and have a strong record of research accomplishments.

Provide Skills Sets and Counseling that Support a Broad Range of Career Choices

The institution, training programs, and mentor should provide training relevant to academic and other research and policy careers that will allow their graduate students to appreciate, navigate, discuss, and develop their career choices. Effective and regular career guidance activities should be provided, including exposure to academic and non-academic career options.

Commitments of Graduate Students

• I acknowledge that I have the primary responsibility for the successful completion of my degree. I will be committed to my graduate education and will demonstrate this by my efforts in the classroom and in research settings. I will maintain a high level of professionalism, self-motivation, engagement, curiosity, and ethical standards.

• I will meet regularly with my research advisor and provide him/her with updates on the progress and results of my activities and experiments.

• I will work with my research advisor to develop a thesis/dissertation project. This will include establishing a timeline for each phase of my work. I will strive to meet the established deadlines.

• I will work with my research advisor to select a thesis/dissertation committee. I will commit to meeting with this committee at least annually (or more frequently, according to program guidelines). I will be responsive to the advice of and constructive criticism from my committee.

• I will be knowledgeable of the policies and requirements of my graduate program, graduate school, and institution. I will commit to meeting these requirements, including teaching responsibilities.

• I will attend and participate in relevant group meetings and seminars that are part of my educational program.

• I will comply with all institutional policies, including academic program milestones. I will comply with both the letter and spirit of all institutional research policies (e.g., safe laboratory practices and policies regarding animal-use and human-research) at my institution.
• I will participate in my institution’s Responsible Conduct of Research Training Program and practice those guidelines in conducting my thesis/dissertation research.

• I will be a good research citizen. I will agree to take part in relevant shared research group responsibilities and will use research resources carefully and frugally. I will be attentive to issues of safety and courtesy, and will be respectful of, tolerant of, and work collegially with all research personnel.

• For use in relevant fields: I will maintain a detailed, organized, and accurate records of my research, as directed by my advisor. I am aware that my original notes and all tangible research data are the property of my institution but that I am able to take a copy of my notebooks with me after I complete my thesis/dissertation.

• I will discuss policies on work hours, sick leave and vacation with my research advisor. I will consult with my advisor and notify any fellow research group members in advance of any planned absences.

• I will discuss policies on authorship and attendance at professional meetings with my research advisor. I will work with my advisor to submit all relevant research results that are ready for publication in a timely manner.

• I acknowledge that it is primarily my responsibility to develop my career following the completion of my doctoral degree. I will seek guidance from my research advisor, career counseling services, thesis/dissertation committee, other mentors, and any other resources available for advice on career plans.

Commitments of Research Advisors

• I will be committed to mentoring the graduate student. I will be committed to the education and training of the graduate student as a future member of the scholarly community.

• I will be committed to the research project of the graduate student. I will help to plan and direct the graduate student’s project, set reasonable and attainable goals, and establish a timeline for completion of the project. I recognize the possibility of conflicts between the interests of my own larger research program and the particular research goals of the graduate student, and will not let my larger goals interfere with the student’s pursuit of his/her thesis/dissertation research.

• I will be committed to meeting with the student on a regular basis.

• I will be committed to providing resources for the graduate student as appropriate or according to my institution’s guidelines, in order for him/her to conduct thesis/dissertation research.
• I will be knowledgeable of, and guide the graduate student through, the requirements and deadlines of his/her graduate program as well as those of the institution, including teaching requirements and human resources guidelines.

• I will help the graduate student select a thesis/dissertation committee. I will help assure that this committee meets at least annually (or more frequently, according to program guidelines) to review the graduate student’s progress.

• I will lead by example and facilitate the training of the graduate student in complementary skills needed to be a successful researcher; these may include oral and written communication skills, grant writing, lab management, animal and human research policies, the ethical conduct of research, and scientific professionalism. I will encourage the student to seek additional opportunities in career development training.

• I will expect the graduate student to share common research responsibilities in my research group and to utilize resources carefully and frugally.

• I will discuss authorship policies regarding papers with the graduate student. I will acknowledge the graduate student’s contributions to projects beyond his or her own, and I will work with the graduate student to publish his/her work in a timely manner.

• I will discuss intellectual policy issues with the student with regard to disclosure, patent rights and publishing research discoveries, when they are appropriate.

• I will encourage the graduate student to attend professional meetings and make an effort to help him/her secure funding for such activities.

• I will provide career advice and assist in finding a position for the graduate student following his/her graduation. I will provide honest letters of recommendation for his/her next phase of professional development. I will also be accessible to give advice and feedback on career goals.

• I will try to provide for every graduate student under my supervision an environment that is intellectually stimulating, emotionally supportive, safe, and free of harassment.

• Throughout the graduate student’s time in graduate school, I will be supportive, equitable, accessible, encouraging, and respectful. I will foster the graduate student’s professional confidence and encourage critical thinking, skepticism and creativity.
Worksheet 2: Mentee expectations

Use this worksheet to develop an understanding of what you expect to gain from your mentoring relationships. By clarifying your own expectations, you will be able to communicate them more effectively to your mentors. Add items you deem important.

The reasons I want a mentor are to:

_____ Receive encouragement and support
_____ Increase my confidence when dealing with professionals
_____ Challenge myself to achieve new goals and explore alternatives
_____ Gain a realistic perspective of the workplace
_____ Get advice on how to balance work and other responsibilities, and set priorities
_____ Gain knowledge of “dos and don’ts
_____ Learn how to operate in a network of talented peers
_____ Other ___________________________________________________________

I hope that my mentor and I will:

_____ Tour my mentor’s workplace/explore various teaching or work sites
_____ Go to formal mentoring events together
_____ Meet over coffee, lunch, or dinner
_____ Go to educational events such as lectures, conferences, talks, or other university events together
_____ Go to local, regional, and national professional meetings together
_____ Other ___________________________________________________________

I hope that my mentor and I will discuss:

_____ Academic subjects that will benefit my future career
_____ Career options and job preparation
_____ The realities of the workplace
_____ My mentor’s work
_____ Technical and related field issues
_____ How to network
_____ How to manage work and family life
_____ Personal dreams and life circumstances
_____ Other ___________________________________________________________

The things that I feel are off limits in my mentoring relationship include:

_____ Disclosing our conversations to others
_____ Using non-public places for meetings
_____ Sharing intimate aspects of our lives
_____ Meeting behind closed doors
_____ Other ___________________________________________________________

I hope that my mentor will help me with job opportunities by:

_____ Opening doors for me to job possibilities
_____ Introducing me to people who might be interested in hiring me
_____ Helping me practice for job interviews
_____ Suggesting potential work contacts for me to pursue on my own
_____ Teaching me about networking
_____ Critiquing my resume or curriculum vitae
_____ Other ___________________________________________________________

The amount of time I can spend with my mentor is likely to be, on average:

1 2 3 4 hours each week / every other week / per month (circle one)

Worksheet 3: Planning for first meetings – a mentee’s checklist

Use this checklist to plan initial meetings with your mentors in light of what you hope to achieve over the long term.

_____ Arrange first meeting with a prospective mentor

_____ Explain your goals for meetings and ask how confidentiality should be handled

_____ Discuss with your mentor what you both perceive as the boundaries of the mentoring relationship.

_____ Review the current experience and qualifications. Record these on a professional development plan (see Worksheet 4).

_____ Discuss and record your immediate and long-term goals. Explore useful professional development experiences in view of these goals. Discuss options and target dates.

_____ Discuss and record any issues that may affect the mentoring relationship such as time, financial constraints, lack of confidence, or newness to the role, etc.

_____ Arrange a meeting schedule with your mentor (try to meet at least once a quarter). Record topics discussed and feedback given at each meeting. Request that meeting records be kept confidential and in a safe place.

_____ Discuss with your mentor the following activities that can form part of your mentoring relationship:
   • ☐ Getting advice on strategies for improving teaching or research
   • ☐ Organizing observation(s) of teaching and providing constructive feedback
   • ☐ Organizing a session of work shadowing (in a campus or other employment setting)
   • ☐ Getting advice on issues or concerns with colleagues in study or research groups
   ☐ Providing feedback from other sources (students, faculty, administrators, and other mentors in or outside the university)

_____ Create a mentoring action plan that reflects different professional development needs at different stages of your graduate program.

_____ Encourage your mentor to reflect regularly with you on your goals, achievements, and areas for improvement. Compose a brief reflection essay (e.g., ½ page) prior to each meeting.

_____ Amend your mentoring action plan as needed by focusing on your developing needs.

STUDENT INFORMATION RECORD FORM
GRADUATE PROGRAM NAME

Name: GRADUATE STUDENT'S NAME
Campus Address: STUDENT'S CAMPUS ADDRESS
Phone: PHONE NUMBER

Start of Program: TERM BEGAN PROGRAM

Advisor A: NAME
Advisor B: NAME

Instructions: Include all information from your entry into the program until now.

A. Courses: List (1) Name, (2) Number, (3) Term taken, (4) Grade received

Core Courses inside Graduate Program
(1) COURSE NAME (2) COURSE NUM (3) TERM TAKEN (4) GRADE
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Core Courses outside Graduate Program
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Statistics
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Cognate Courses
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

B. Research

1. Master's Research
   General area of interest: AREA OF INTEREST

   Title: TITLE
   First Reader: NAME
   Second Reader: NAME

   Proposal submitted (date): DATE
   Data Collection (dates): DATE began finished
   Current Status (in progress, submitted, completed): STATUS
   Completion Date: DATE ☐ anticipated ☐ actual

2. Qualifying / Preliminary Examination (date): DATE
3. **Dissertation**
   General area of interest: ___________________ AREA OF INTEREST

   Title: ___________________ TITLE

   Chairperson: ___________________ NAME

   Committee Members: ___________________ NAME

   ___________________ NAME

   ___________________ NAME

   Progress to date
   Prospectus (date): ______ DATE ________ ☐ submitted ☐ accepted

   Data Collection (dates): ______ DATE ________ ______ DATE ________
   began finished

   Current Status (in progress, submitted, completed): ______ STATUS ______

   Dissertation Defense: ______ DATE ________ ☐ anticipated ☐ actual

C. **Other research in progress** (Please list and briefly describe the current status of each of your research projects. Please include any presentations or publications you may be working towards.)

   **Year One**
   GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE.

   **Year Two**
   GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE.

   **Year Three**

   **Year Four**

   **Year Five**
D. **Publications** (List all published work, including work that is in press.)

**PUBLICATION CITATION**

E. **Paper Presentations** (List all paper presentations.)

**PAPER PRESENTATION #1**

F. **Teaching Experience** (List all courses taught at UM or elsewhere.)

List (1) Course Number, (2) Instructor, (3) Term Taught, (4) Appointment, (5) Average Evaluation

(1) COURSE NUM  (2) INSTRUCTOR  (3) TERM  (4) APPT FRACT  (5) EVAL

(1) (2) (3)   (4)   (5)

G. **Funding** (Please list your primary sources of funding for graduate school (tuition, books and living expenses) for each term. Examples of these sources are: UM-fellowships, non-UM fellowship, GSI, GSRA, GSSA, department training grant, temp work, work study, employment outside of UM, personal income, family income, loans.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year in Graduate Program</th>
<th>Fall</th>
<th>Winter</th>
<th>Summer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H. **Please provide a short paragraph detailing what you have been doing or anything else you would like the faculty to know about your progress for the student evaluation meeting.**

**Year One**

GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE.

**Year Two**

GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE. GO BLUE.

**Year Three**

**Year Four**

**Year Five**
I. **As of Date** (Please enter the date you submitted this document.)

Year One: __________ DATE 

Year Two: __________ DATE 

Year Three: __________ DATE 

Year Four: __________ DATE 

Year Five: __________ DATE
Mentee Self-Assessment

As a mentee, do you do the following things?

✓ = I do this.
~ = I sort of (or sometimes) do this.
X = I don’t do this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Develop a work plan that includes both short-term and long-term objectives as well as a series of deadlines for completing each step.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When modifications seem necessary, discuss these with your mentor and agree upon a new work plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact your mentor at regular intervals (expectations vary by discipline and stage of study) to discuss your progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pursue additional training and experiences you need in order to achieve your professional goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meetings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Show up for scheduled meetings on time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accept responsibility for leading the meeting, raise issues and questions that your advisor can respond to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be prepared with an agenda of topics that need to be discussed - and prioritize them so you are asking your most important questions first.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the conclusion of the meeting or through e-mail, summarize any agreements that have been reached. Also restate what you will be doing and what the mentor committed to do to assist you. Ask them to respond if they disagree with anything you have stated. Follow up on what you agree to do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If your mentor is facing a work emergency at the time of your meeting, offer to reschedule the meeting, shorten it, or handle the matter over e-mail. Be flexible, but remain committed to getting what you need in a timely manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you need to cancel a meeting, make sure that your message is left in a manner that reaches the professor. Do not rely solely on one form of message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critique and Editing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarify how often the faculty member will give you feedback about your general work and your progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read the books or articles your mentors suggest, and let them know what you thought about those suggestions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask when you can expect them to return papers. Find out if they tend to provide a lot of comments or very few, so that you won’t be taken aback later on.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Excerpted and adapted from “How to Get the Mentoring You Want: A Guide for Graduate Students” which can be accessed in full at http://www.rackham.umich.edu/downloads/publications/mentoring.pdf
Do not submit a draft to a faculty member in its roughest form (unless otherwise instructed by
the professor.) Seek the professor’s input once you are confident you have a presentable draft.
Be sure to proofread the document carefully. If you have doubts about the quality of your
work, ask a more advanced student to read your paper first. Ideally, this person should be
familiar with both the professor and the topic so s/he can make remarks about the content and
style.

Do not ask professors to re-read an entire paper if only certain sections have been revised.
Instead, mark the new or edited sections by underlining them, putting them in boldface, or by
using a different font.

If you disagree with a particular criticism, demonstrate that you are willing to consider that
point. If after thinking about it for some time you still disagree, demonstrate your ability to
defend your ideas in a professional and well-thought-out manner.

**Professional Development**

- Attend departmental lectures and other activities such as job talks.
- Join professional associations and societies.
- Attend conferences and use these opportunities to network with others.
- Seek out opportunities to present your work in your department or through outside
  conferences, publications, performances.
- Attend teaching workshops and discipline-specific pedagogy classes.
- Take advantage of formal and informal opportunities to improve your understanding of
  research responsibility and professional ethics.

**Portfolio and References**

- Maintain a professional portfolio in both electronic and paper-based versions that serves to
document your accomplishments. Bear in mind that these can be used for a variety of purposes
and should always be focused and concise.

- When requesting a reference, provide updated copies of your curriculum vitae and the location
  or copy of your portfolio for materials that can amplify the c.v.

- Leave clear written instructions as to when the letters are due and to whom to send them.
  Attach a stamped and addressed envelope for each letter. If you have several letters, create a
  calendar for your mentor that lists application deadlines.

- Provide a short description about the fellowship, grant, or program for which you are applying.
  Provide details about how you are structuring your application and what points you would like
  your mentor to emphasize.

- In case the professor misplaces the application materials, keep extra copies of all forms.

- Ask how your mentor prefers to be reminded of deadlines, if needed.
Developing Shared Expectations
(select and adapt from these suggested topics, as relevant to your discipline)

1. Communication and meetings.
   a. What is the best way/technology to get a hold of each other? What is the appropriate time frame to expect a response?

   b. When do you plan to meet (be as specific as you can), is an agenda required, how long will the meeting be?

2. Student’s role on project: Describe student’s primary area(s) of responsibility and expectations (e.g. reading peer-reviewed literature, in-lab working hours, etc.).

3. Participation in group meetings (if relevant). Student will participate in the following ongoing research group meetings. What does this participation look like?

4. Tentative papers on which student will be an author or coauthor. Discuss disciplinary norms around authorship; list the papers and the likely order of student’s authorship, e.g., first, second, etc.

5. Opportunities for feedback. In what form and how often can the student expect to receive feedback regarding overall progress, research activities, etc.? How much time is needed by the mentor to provide feedback on written work, such as chapter and publication drafts?

6. Professional meeting(s) that the student will attend and dates: What funding is available to attend these meetings?

7. Networking opportunities: Discuss additional opportunities to network (e.g., meeting with seminar speakers, etc.)

8. Vacations, absences, and time away from campus. Discuss expectations regarding vacations and time away from campus and how best to plan for them. What is the time-frame for notification regarding anticipated absences?
9. **Funding:** Discuss the funding model and plans for future funding (e.g., internal and external fellowships, including RMF funding, training grants, GSI, GSRA, GSSA); discuss any uncertainty in future sources of funding, and contingencies.

10. **Completion of programmatic milestones and other milestones (as applicable).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Milestones</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Additional</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Additional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>S/S</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>S/S</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Milestones:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifying Exam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Exam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidacy Exam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Milestones:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Place an X in terms designated for milestones. F=Fall, W=Winter, S/S = Spring/Summer. Other milestones might include: Conference presentation; peer-review publication, etc.

11. **Anticipated date of defense and graduation:**

12. **Professional goals:** Identify short-term and long-term goals, and discuss any steps/resources/training necessary to accomplish the goals.

13. **Skill development:** Identify the skills and abilities that the student will focus on developing during the upcoming year. These could be academic, research, or professional skills, as well as additional training experiences such as workshops or internships.

14. **Other areas:** List here any other areas of understanding between the student and mentor regarding working relationship during the student’s tenure.